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Chapter I
Introduction
Much that was once accepted as either self-evident or demon-
strated fact is now held open to question. As a result of this
questioning spirit a scries of investigations is being conducted in
many fields. Not least among the methods employed in these inves-
tigations is the statistical method. The study here undertaken is
but one instance of the nation-wide application of the statistical
method to the various phases of education. Statistics will not
solve the problems of education,but in this age of complexity,
success is often gained by the fraction of a per cent. Under these
circumstances the time spent would not be lost to society if the
only tangible results were a knowledge that no correlation existed
among a given set of factors. There has been overmuch theorizing
and dogmatism in school affairs. Up to two decades ago most of tl 5
discussions were conducted from an a priori ( if not from an a
nihilo ) standpoint. In these latter days ,numerical measurement
has played a more important part. The timo seems not remotely
distant when typical measurements will be available for the
reasoner in any general field of education. Only so can we hope to
draw any trustworthy conclusions. Only then can Tire ,with show of
reason ,declare education a science and teaching a profession.
It has fallen to the lot of the writer to investigate the
city school superintendent. During the process of school evolution
in America , there emerged less than a century ago the conscious
need of a personal ,organiz4&g factor In each school community.
After various makeshifts had been tried and discarded , the city
superintendent as we know him today came to be regarded as an
essential factor in any fair sized school system. An extensive
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shifting of population and a fairly free commerce of ideas have
together secured a good degree of uniformity of function assigned
to this office. It is reasonable to suppose that a process of
selection has been going on and that the men now in office approxi-
mate the type that the conditions demand. If this is true, a random
sampling
of the field should reveal this type. The results as they arc
tabulated show that society has a well defined notion of what it
wants and from the heterogeneous offerings has shown a strong
central tendency in its selections. Age and stature are two note-
worthy examples. Society may be wrong in its selection ,but it is
decided.
The facts revealed in this study would seem to. be of value
to the university departments of education. A knowledge of the
typical school administrator is very essential as a preliminary to
the formulation of any educational principle which that typical
school man may be called upon to put into practice. A close
acquaintance with the 'median superintendent' will enable the
theorist to keep close to fact. The study shows a very marked
tendency toward the university man in this profession. There is,
however,much ground for a revision of some of our ideas in regard to
undergraduate majors and professional training in general. It
may be that a more abundant supply of graduates who had had one or
more years in educational courses would have left society freer to
select. Perhaps such a study as this taken ten years later
would reveal a number of correlations between training and salary,
training and tenure ,training and size of city etc. At any rate
the wide awake professor of education will welcome any contribution
to the rather meager store of material available for the equipping
of advance students of school administration.

The your.g man who aspires to the professional administration
of school affairs should find considerable interest in this subject
No man's life can be written beforehand , but the events most often
happening in, the life of the average or median superintendent of
city schools should loom large in the expectation of such a youth.
It is fair that he should know that his chances for professional
advancement are slightly better if he enters superintendence through
the high school principalship than they are if he enters through
the village principalship. In general ,he has a right to know the
median expectancy as to salary , tenure and handicaps. He can then
more accurately take stock of his equipment and estimate the
probable rewards and privations. He may faintly visualize the life
of lofty ideals and intimate contacts with youth and the parents of
youth.
Those who are already established in the profession can
find much profitable food for thought in the results of this
study. It can be available for standardizing the general policy
of superintendents. TThile every case is individual , yet the well
balanced man will weigh the evidence more carefully before taking
a giuen step if he knows the central tendency of school procedure
is opposed to that step. The average superintendent will also be
somewhat interested in the later age limit. One respondent spoke
of the blank as a"mighty personal questionnaire". If all the
personal items included in the replies could be published , the
results would not be easily matched in the literature of the
profession.
But the chief motive in the study has been to see the type of
the profession as fully as possible. To this end not only the
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QUESTIONNAIRE
UNDERSCORE OK CHECK X WHEN POSSIBLE
1. Age? 2. Height? 8. Weight? 4. Born in what country? 5. Give state, if in U, 8,
6. How many brothers and sisters lived to early adulthood or longer? 7. Your rank as to age? (first,
second, etc ) 8. Father horn in what country? 9. Mother born in what country ?
lit. Language spoken in your childhood home? 11. At what age did you begin regularly to support yourself?
12 Mother living Mien? K>. Father living then? 14. If living then, his occupation? 15. His annual
income at that time, approximate? 16. You attended country district school years, village school years, city
graded school years, one teacher high school years, larger high school years, academy years, military school
years, normal school years, college or university years. 17. Degree from what school? (give name)
18 Major subject? 19. Approximate number of weeks in (1) History of Education (2) Educatio nal Psychology
(8) Principles of Education (4) School Managements (5) School Hygiene (6) General Method
Special Method (8) School Supervision (9) Practice Teaching (10) Observation and Technique 20. Age at
which you began teaching 21. Please tabulate your teaching career under the following heads:
YEARS TAUGHT LOWEST ANNUAL, SALARY HIGHEST
(1) Total (including this year)
(2) District School
(3) Graded School —
(4) Village Principal
(">) Department Teacher in Grade - _ -
(6) Ward Principal _ -
(7) High School Teacher -
(8) Academy Teacher
(9) High School Principal - _
(10) Academy Principal
(11) Normal School Teacher -— -
(12) College Teacher
(13) District Supervisor
(14) Special Grade Supervisor
(!•")) Supervisor of Special Subject
i 16) Assistant Superintendent
(17) Superintendent
52. At what age did you hold your first snperintendency? 23. Were you married at that time? 24. If married, your wife
is a high school, normal school, college graduate? 25. Please enumerate the superintendences you have held. Do
not give names of towns, but give approximate population. If the town had a very rapid growth while you were there give population
thus 1800 6500.
POPULATION NO. YEARS LOWEST ANNUAL SALARY HIGHEST POPULATION NO. YEARS LOWEST ANNUAL SALARY HIGHEST
Bt 7
«g". io.
flL ii.
<K> 12
26. Underscore any of the following that you have emphasized: Manual Training, Domestic Science, Agriculture, Vocational Train-
ing. \ ocational Guidance. School Gardening, School Decoration, Athletics, Flexible Grading, Mid-year Promotions, School Discipline,
Music, Drawing, Playgrounds, Standardization of Course of Study, Physical Culture, Sex Hygiene, Medical Inspection, Dental Clinics,
Automatic results in Spelling, Handwriting, Arithmetic, Three R's, Training of Judgment in History, Oral Composition, Oratoricals,
Pupil Self Government. Reduction of Amount of Home Work of Pupils.
il- List three handicaps you have encountered that have seriously impaired the efficiency of your supervision. (For example: Politics
in the Board of Education, Church Quarrel, Home Teachers With a Pull, High School Fraternities, etc.)
Blank Sent to Superintendents

5material capable of tabulation ,but also much that is I033 tangible
but nono the less potent in conclusions will be presented.
It may be said in passing , that many of the reply sheets show
comments and sidelights on the respondent's view of the import of
tbe information asked for. Quotations ,direct and indirect ,will
be made from these informal comments. It is thought that this
procedure will give greater force to the bare figures. This is a
conscientious survey of things as they arejan attempt to make the
American school man stand out in real proportions before himself
and it may be before the society whom he serves.
Problem Set
This is a study of the actual conditions of the youth,
training ,experience , specialties , salary ,and handicaps of the
American city school superintendent with a view to forecasting the
probable expectation which a given set of conditions will warrant.
Source of Material
Aside from an occasional item used for comparison , the materi-
al has been gathered from the field. Requests were sent to the
superintendents of schools of all cities of 10,000 inhabitants and
over, and to every third city between 2,000 and 10,000 inhabitants,
about 1,400 requests in all. The blank form sent out is shown as
Plate I ,and was acompanied by letters from Professor L.D.Coffman
and the author. The requests were sent out between Harch and June
X9I3. At the time tabulation was begun, July I 1913,about 610
replies had been received, a few of which were incomplete or
defective in some particulars. Taken in general the investigation
covers the United States rather uniformly. Delaware ,District of
Columbia ,South Carolina and New Mexico are not represented. The
very largest cities are poorly represented ,only one ^ ' 1,000,000

Ginhabitants or over reporting. Of necessity , towns of less than
2,000 inhabitants were orr.itted because few if any of them have a
superintendent of schools. Counting the population to the nearest
1,000 and grouping the cities gives the following array from which
the reports come:
Population in thousands Frequency
4,000 and below 173
5,000 - 9, COO 123
I<3,000-14 ,C00 82
15,000-19,000 58
20,000-29,000 56
30,000-39 ,000 40
40,000-49 ,000 16
50 ,000-74 ,000 16
75 ,000-99 ,000 8
I00,000-Up ^_IC
Total 590
Doubtful and not answering 20
Below 4£00 118
The median sized city for this investigation is 8,828
inhabitants while the median sized city for the whole United States
is computed for all cities and towns above 2,500 as 5,230.
Computed from Statistical Abstract of The Census I9I0,page 59.
The investigation is thus seen to favor the larger city somewhat.
But the smaller place is less likely to be served by a superintend©
ent in the strict sense of the term. That the reports are not to
any extent returned by village principals is evidenced by the
absence of any reference to an overload o f teaching among the
handicaps
.
The respondents show a strong preference for round numbers.
Ages ,heights and similar items arc reported in round numbers,
without fractions ,and with somewhat of a preference for even num-
bers and multiples of five. In tabulating and interpreting such
has
figures it usually been necessary to regard the cases as equally

reporting unit. Tins in ?al
old. Ebey are ass-med to it
first birthday to the fort'--!
:msi be 14/24 of the distance from the forty-first bii
-~Z m ~ ~sS-rs . Snch s nethod sa7 be relied on ** y> coitoc '
Flace ~f the School Sunerintent-? nt in th£ "—:
—
i^-f -
--
Tlthoiit st c^~o in.~ either to ziafce a 1 jft li Mil i i ItSstorioal
sVadj of tne evclntirn of tne city superintendent as an organ of
society or to trace ant in iets.il his present : :tions as a social
material to follow.
T* ^ —* r~ x .r ~ - — — - "- - — — - -. ^ -— — J— i _ i
Oar corsmnitj life is tne proitiat :i = r ;~ 11 ~ ?rinr ?anein2.ticn cf
fee res. l"=~ertheless .2 serial ^anse ssv — - - - "end alvav^ to
neasnres are lis Z-"=t?'z~_ =
. Inch ~en^~ _~ ir:~ i?r.s :r: ~t ::
~ ~ — ~ r 1 1 — i ^ — m— ~ - " ial ~" ~ — ~ ~ ~—- - — *» — —
*
hhe secrnn rr£ii2?r.ion,or rather gronp of considerate
is re!atiT2 to the oans^s that 'nave T?r?eTti-l- "?n^rirn i €i to
del £minrt- 1 rn of the - - ^-^ - * - ~> - ~ —--— = ->-- -— ~— r — -
renciel
— r5laA 5-i "* r* 2 3i"~cil -n— — i*"1-- 33s tti sg22©o1 affairs

the influence of the academy and the college is strongly felt.
Community and superintendent thought of the office largely as a
modified head-mastership or as a miniature college presidency. Add
to this the semi -religious character that the American colonist and
the citizen of the early part of the nineteenth century attached to
the office of the teacher, and we see why the same qualifications
should he demanded of the early city superintendents as were demand-
ed of the ministers.
During the strenuous decades from 1840 to 1870 questions of
citizenship and patriotism were uppermost in the minds of the
people who directly or indirectly were to determine the character
of the men who served them as city school superintendents. This
influence is distinctly a permanent factor. The school man who is
at home in the consideration of civic and municipal affairs has a
positive advantage in prospective tenure of office.
Another factor influential in the selection of the superinten
dent is to be found in the rise of the factory system. The large
number of great factories meant large cities. These cities admin-
istered their affairs , schools included ,very much according to the
plans found necessary and profitable in industrial organizations.
Accordingly , in addition to his ministerial and statesmanlike
character , the schoolman is now thought of as a sort of factory
superintendent
.
Under this same head it is to be noted that industrial condi-
tions made it increasingly difficult to secure men for many of the
school rooms. Society did not ( then ) confide largely in woman's
ability to direct and coordinate school forces or even to do a year
of school work and make that work fit into a system. So the super-
intendent was expected to supply an abundance of masculine executive

9force so that the community should suffer no loss in the employment
of a body of teachers most of whom were women. So far as can bo
determined by this study ,less than one third of one per cent of the
school superintendents arc women.
A last perceptible factor in determining the character of the
office is the felt need of a character of some "presence". Many
of our cities have been but recently nothing more than villages
.
Many of the citizens have even more recently come from smaller
communities. Now in the small town a striking personality looms
disproportionately large. The "Prof'.' is a force in his little
realm. Something of this elementary chieftain worship is evident
in the larger cities to-day. Sometimes it is blended with with a
respect for experience ; at other places it is more nearly allied to a
pride in the scholarship of the head of the school system; again
often
and probably it takes the form of a belief in inches and pounds.
The foregoing paragraphs should,however , not leave the
impression that there is no relation between expertness in school
matters and professional success. Social traditions and person-
ality have counted for much and must always do so,but society has
in the years past selected the best available experts to direct
the educational agencies of the communities of the nation. The
succeeding chapters will show that certain factors ( presumably
personality and social tradition ) interfere to obscure correla-
tions but these chapter will just as surely show that in the
total field expertness does count for much. His expectancy is
highest who can offer the general mental and physical qualifica-
tions that are at the time uppermost in the minds of the interested
public and at the same time can offer a thorough knowledge of the
best experience of the race as exemplified in a college course.
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Chapter III
Age»Height and' Weight
In the previous chapter some selective tendencies were noted.
A very obvious , and it nay be ,a very superficial form of selection
is to be found in the age grouping of school superintendents.
Table I
kge of GOG School Superintendents
Years Freauency Years Freauencj' Years Frequency Years Frequency
59 .7
GO 5
GI 5
62 2
63 3
64 3
65 1
66 1
25
,
, . . .1 35. . . , , .23 47 , . . .12
24 . . . .1 . 19 48 . , .14
25. .
,
, .1 37 . , ,20 48 , . . .12
26. .
.
9 38
,
28 50. ,
.
, 21
27 . , .10 39 . . . . ,21 51 . , . , ,13
28
,
, .10 40 , . ,44 52 . . , 10
29 . .
,
9 41 . ,
,
24 53. .
.
7
30 , .
,
. ,18 42 54 . . . . . .12
31 , .
. .17 43 . . . , 32 . , .10
. . ,13 44 , . , , .21 56. . . . . ,3
33 21 57. . . 7
34 4G . 22 58 . . . 6
Total 606
Mode 40years Median 4I.Gyears Quartiles 35 and 47years.
The average for the 606 superintendents is 41 .76years;for
Illinois 42 . S6years ; for Massachusetts 45.G4years. Probably in the
west the average is lower but the reports were not numerous enough
to be a trustworty index of any particular community.
A four year grouping leaves the median practically unchanged
and has the advantage of avoiding the five year multiples which are
conspicuous throughout the reports. By Tables II and III and
Plate II it is readily seen that a very definite process of selec-
tion is at work. It is natural to suppose that if society showed
no age preference the offerings for superintendencies would be about
in proportion to the population figures shown in Table III , at least
after the age of university graduation.
Rejecting the case of the man 85 years old (He is really a
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pensioner) ,and regrouping into four-year groups gives an array bet-
ter adapted to show the principle of selection.
Table II
Age of 605 School Superintendents by Four-year Groups,
Years Preauency
23-26 12
27-50 47
31-34 74
35-58 90
39-42 123
43-46 .105
47-50 59
51-54 42
55-58 26
59-62 19
63-66
.. .8
Total 605
Mode 39-42 years. Median 41.8 years. 318 men or 52,5% of
the total are between the ages of 34 and 47 years. Wisely or un-
wisely school boards are selecting men of this age. Presumably a
man below or above these limits must have some unusual qualifica-
tions.
In order to show the age selection more clearly,a general
male population age distribution is presented.
Table III.
Population of the United States by Ages (Males) Census 1910.
605 Males selected at random would range between (23-66)
.
Ages Numbers
20-24 9,056,984 60(23-24)
25-29 8,180,003 110
30-34 6,972,185 94
35-39 6,396,100 87
40-44 5,261,587 70
45-49 4,469,197 60
50-54 3,900,791 52
55-59 2,786,951 37
60-64 2,267,150 30
65-69 1 , 679 , 503 . . . 5(65-66)
605
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Statistical Abstract Census I9I0,page 129.
From the above table and from the graphs on Plato II it will
bo readily seen that the node of the population curve is at twenty
years or earlier ,while the node of the curve of this profession is
more than twenty years later; professional selection is strongly
negative throughout the twenties, sharply positive in the later
thirties and early forties and then increasingly negative. No
doubt other professions would show similar curves. The important
thing here is the limit of positive selection.
No adequate analysis of the conditions related to the nega-
tive selection referred to can be attempted without a knowledge of
those cases rejected by boards of education. Mortality and volun-
tary retirement each would explain a considerable part of the cases
of withdrawals. However ,mortality is relatively very low among
employed teachers, being 15.76 per 1000 at ages 45 to 65 years as
compared with 20.13 per 1000 all classes aged 45 to 65. (>.7ebb,
New Dictionary of Statistics pages 202 and 203.)
Table IV.
Age of 581 School Superintendents in Relation to Size of
City.
Ages grouped in four year periods. Cities divided into
ten classes and indicated by Roman numerals as follows: Under
5,000,I;5000 to 9,000,11; 10,000 to 14,000,111; 15,000 to 19,000,
IV; 20,000 to 29,000,V; 30,000 to 39, 000,VI; 40,000 to 49,000,VII;
50,000 to 74 ,000,VIII; 75,000 to 99, 000, IX; 100,000 and up,X.

u- or i. s. s. form a

Tabic IV. ( continued)
Age
Ago I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X Total City Medians
23-2 G 9 o& II 3,055
27-30 22 17 I 4 I I 46 7 ,941
331-34 29 7 4 4 oCj I I 70 II ,363
35-38 26 24 12 II 4 5 I 2 I 86 8,541
39-42 28 28 21 II 10 9 I 3 2 6 119 10,833
43-46 28 17 20 5 9 10 5 5 2 I 102 II ,500
47-50 II 12 8 9 10 4 I I 3 59 14,000
51-54 5 4 5 5 5 6 4 2 4 40 21 ,000
55-58 4 2 3 3 8 2 I 2 25 20,312
59-62 I o 3 4 2 3 15 16,875
63
-up I I I I 2 I I 8 20,000
,al 164 131 81 57 55 42 14 14 7 10 581
; Medians
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X
38.4 39 42.9 42,4 46.7 44.6 46.2 44.6 42 48.3
Age Median 41.64 years. City Median 8,828 inhabitants.
Plates III and IV show more clearly than the Pearson Coeffi-
cient the relation between age and size of city and age and salary
respectively.
Table V
Correlation Table of Ages and Salary-
Ages in groups of four years; Salary in groups of five fig-
ures. Column I,$1400 and less ;II ,$I5C0-$I900 ;III ,$2000-$2400
;
IV,$2500-$2990;V,$3000-$3400;VI ,$35C0-$3900 ; VII ,$4000-$4400 ; VIII
,
$4500-$5500;IX$6000-$9000.
Age I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX Total Medians
23-26 II I 12 $1275.00
27-30 18 22 o 3 C 45 1602.25
31-34 18 38 13 3 4 I 77 1769.74
35-38 17 28 20 10 9 o I 87 1973.21
39-42 13 39 32 20 II 3 c; 3 126 2171.86
43T46 8 21 26 25 7 9 3 I ICO 2203.85
47-50 2 15 18 14 D o o I 60 2361. II
51-54 3 12 5 4 5 2 2 41 2791.67
55-58 3 3 8 r 3 o o I 27 2968.75
59-62 C 5 I nI 3 I I I 19 27 50. CO
63-85 2 2 I I I I T J) 9 2750.CC
Total 95 176X54 94 49 24 17 To 6 603
kfze Medians
TotalI II III IV V VI VII VIII IX
34.9 38.8 43 44.7 43 . o 45. 7 51.4 45 .7 53 41.55
Salary Median $2021.27
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Tho value of r is .40 As shown by tho curve of Plate IV up
to age 58 the correlation would, be much higher*
In general the correlations found in TablesIV and V arc a-
bout what one would expect. The young man entering the profession
may look forward to a fair promotion in position and salary if he
has sufficient worth to escape the negative selection of the later
years of the average £oa£M/,
The next in order and even less clearly a professional qual-
ification is the item of height. This item was called for in the
blank because of the popular tendency to yield precedence to the
big man. Other things being equal the tall man will be more often
selected for school superintendents as is shown from the next table.
Probably this is true to a greater extent in the smaller cities
than it is in the larger, but it is here that the men get a foot-
hold so the greater stature is fairly uniform throughout the pro-
fession.
Table VI
Height of School Superintendent
Column I includes all whose reports were complete in this
item. Column II includes those reporting their first year as sup-
erintendent. Column III includes those whose average term includ-
ing present position or average term prior to last position is five
years or more. Column IV includes those whose highest salary is
$2500 or more. Column V includes those fifty years old or more.
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Table VI (continued)
Height Frequency
Inches I II III IV V
62 T I
65 p I I
64 4 I 2 I
65 15 4 12 5
66 29 I 15 12 9
67 45 6 23 34 9
68 96 6 44 19 18
69 73 5 34 44 12
70 102 6 59 33 25
71 82 3 36 26 12
72 76 8 27 10 16
73 27 3 7 7 3
74 21 12 I 4
75 4
76 2 I
77 I I I
78 I
Total 581 40 266 203 113
Average 09.8 in. 69.7 in. 69.5 in. 69.4 in. 69.5 in.
Mode 70 in.
Median 70.2S in.
By means of the explorations tabulated in columns II -V it is
seen that the field is uniformly homogeneous. Under such circum-
stances no correlation could exist between height and any other fac-
tor. In a remarkable spirit of unanimity school boards have chosen
men noteworthy for a somewhat superior stature. No other explana-
tion seems so satisfactory as the one indicated in chapter II, that
is, society \7ants for the head of its public school system a big eye-
filling character. Whether this superfluity of inches has been an
incubus or a benefit is not here the question. If it be true that
breadth and farsightedness are typical qualities of mind that ac-
company large stature, the schools cannot have failed to carry the
impress of a half century of such leadership. Doubtless a lower
average height would have been accompanied by a higher degree of
versatility and an absence of extreme conservatism.
Statistics at all comparable to this table are nearly

IG
non-existant • The most comprehensive treatment of the subject of
height is that of the Royal Society of England in 1880 quoted by
Mulhall below. Tv/o lines of selection are in evidence: racial from
generation to generation,a strictly biological process; and an eco-
nomic selection from the supply to fill a demand. The latter may
in this next table be seen as having a purely physical basis or a
combined physical and mental basis.
Professional success is
,
generally speaking, a purely social
fact or at most a psycho-social fact. If it should appear that
superior height were in the majority of cases an accompaniment of
professional success, then other things being equal that profession-
al class that registers highest in stature could be safely assumed
to scale highest in the hierachy of professions. Such a principle
can at present stand only as a working hypothesis. Its establish-
ment in the realm of fact would mean the rating of the school-man's
profession very high in the scale of professions. The only hinder-
ing consideration revealed by this study is the idea which school
boards have that it takes a big man to command respect. Or in
other words election to a superintendence' is a passing of a physical
examination.
The diagrams on Plate V and the figures of Table VII show the
distinctive stature of school superintendents as compared with other
classes and nationalities. The figures given for the groups are
all apparently for the heights of adult males.

Plate
T
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Table VII
Average Heights of Various Classes and nationalities
Glasses Height in Inches
Iriquois 68.2
Polynesians 09.
5
Patagonians 70.3
Americans aged 30 GG.I
American Soldiers I860 68.4
Irish Soldiers 68.
Scotch Soldiers G8.5
Swedish Soldiers 68.9
Norwegian Soldiers 69,
English Professional lien aged 25-30 69.
1
English Commercial Lien aged 25-30 68.
Members English Athletic Association 68.4
Members English Royal Society 69.5
London Policemen and Firemen 70.1
I.iUlhall rs Dictionary of Statistics , topic Anthropometry
All classes less than 68 inches in height arc omitted leaving
in Table V a list of superior physical vigor. The first four class
es are clear examples of biological selection. The soldiers ,ath-
letes and policemen and firemen are equally clear typos of economic
selections on a physical basis. There is room for doubt as to the
English Commercial Class. There is sufficient evidence of heredity
in this group to vitiate any argument based on it. Taking our
own profession with English Professional Men and Members of the Roy-
al Society, the study seems to indicate that capacity for leadership
is associated with superior height. American school superintendent
are excelled in height only by Patagonian savages and by London
Policemen and Firemen.
The most probable explanation of the relation between height
and professional success is found in the fact that superior nutri-
tion tends to add to the stature of the youth at the same time that
it provides a fairly permanent reserve of vital energy that adds to
the probability of future success.
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Table VIII
TTJeight of 605 City School Superintendents
Weight in Pounds Frequency
115 2
II6-I25 3
126-135 30
136-145 59
146-155 82
156-165 91
166-175 93
176-185 77
186-195 63
196-205 43
206-215 22
216—225* »««.•...«««««.««..«. .23
op 6-235 8
236-245 3
246-255 2
256-265 2
266-275
276-285 1
206-200
. . .1
Total 605
Average 172.7 pounds. Mode 166-175 pounds. Median 170.79 pounds.
Mulhall( same reference as above) gives the average weight of
members of the Royal Society as 161 pounds. Accepted risks in life
insurance 70 to 71 inches in height and aged 40 to 44 years average
170 to 175 pounds.
VJorld Almanac, 1 912 topic Height and -."eight.
The conclusion , therefore , is that the American school man is
in his professional prime as to age >is slightly above the average
height even for professional men and is well proportioned. Physic-
ally his profession has fair claim to high rank among the profess-
ions, if not to first rank.

Chapter IV
Circumstances of Birth
The- circumstances of one's childhood affect onc*s adult
reactions. The influences that surround one and are somewhat
persistent may be relied upon to produce their effect unless they
are strongly counteracted. For example, in a certain very conser-
vative state , it is possible for the son of a village professional
Bian to jog along in complacent memory of his own childhood school
days. He has either no training in professional subjects or such
training has been inadequate. His report,and probably his school
system also , shows no evidences of mental alertness to newer efforts
at educational adjustments. His salary and the size of the town he
is serving are entirely commensurate to the energy evidenced. This
generalised photograph is drawn from the less hopeful among the re-
turns and is included here not as a criticism on conservatism but
to aid the imagination in giving due weight to the initial circum-
stances of a teaching career. In general these circumstances are
more favorable than Professor Coffman finds them for teachers in
general. Or conversely ,more favorable childhood conditions have
enabled these cases to rise to higher degrcs of usefulness than
was possible for all who entered the teaching profession.
First to be considered is place of birth. .Only a few of the
more important or older states, will be given. Column I of the
following table is found by number of superintendents that division
should have furnished in proportion to its population. The calcu-
lation was made from the census of 1870 since the men were born
II
about forty years ago. Column gives the same quotient for the
whole population. Thus Missouri was the birthplace of 2G men or
•4.2/S of all reporting; she thus furnishes .96 of her quota of this

profession while she furnishes 1.29 her quota of the
tion.
Table IX
Nativity of 009 Qity Superintendent
& of all
• r\ X\
20
>opula**
United States Cases Repofcting I II
111. 47 7.8 1 . 19 1 . 09
Ind. 44 7.2 I . G3 x nn1 .27
Ia. 23 3.8 1 .20 x t rr1 . 15
Me
.
25 A T4.1 2 . 63 1 . 2d
I T f. O f-\ A24 o .9 I . Ob . 97
Mich. 37 6.1 1 . 94 x x a1 . 18
Mo 26 % • 2 T OQ
N.Y. 70 II . 5 1 . 00 T TI . Iu
0. 57 9 . 1 .31
x r> A
1 .24
Pa. 64 10.6 1. 15 1. 16
Wis
.
24 3.9 1.37 1 .25
Miscellaneous 153 25.1
Foreign o c
Canada 6
England 4
Ireland I
•Tales I
Germany 2
Russia I
Total 609
anrle
.
This zone of educational supply may he studied from another
Table X
Birth Place and Residence of 609 City Superintendents
Residence in saue state as birth
Residence Cases % of all residing in
u.s.... sis/gfra? section
Ga 6 66
111 27 51.9
Ind 20 76.9
Me 6 85.7
Mich 17 70.8
Mo
. ,
N.Y.
0. .
Pa. .
Wis,
. O . , ..DO
, 30 .
75.9
88 .
2
west
south
of place of bir
t» if
» IT H
It M tt
47 77.9
15 53.6
. .137 20.8
93 .3 7
• ..^^.•••.O.J
• • . . * . .11.4
Foreign Born 15
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These numbers are too small to be trustworthy if they were
not merely confirmative. The south has no considerable surplus of
professional talent. Industry takes the eastern surplus. The
middle west is just coming to its cultural prime.
54 men or 9% of the returns were reared by parents both
foreign born, 44 or 7,3$ had one foreign born parent. 28 spoke
German in childhood, 7 spoke Dutch and 9 others are scattered among
six languages. The percentages are higher than Dr.Coffman found
for teachers in general.
Social Composition of the Teaching Population
,
pages 56 and 57.
A college training is one of the counteractions against un-
american prejudices. 18 of the above 98 who had one or both par-
ents foreign born report no college degree. This is 18,3$ as a-
gainst •3$ for the whole body.
The question suggests itself: Is there a type superintendent
for the United States and is educational procedure free from section*
al cleavage? The 52$ native superintendency added to local 'con-
servatism' assures one against any extreme out-of-state radicalism.
Without considering the desirability of an inter-state traffic in
school superintendents, the following tables are given.
On the basis of geographical location six sections are used:
I ,Foreign;2 New England; 3 New Yorkj Pennsylvania and New Jersey;
later 2 and 3 are grouped together as E; 4,Central section including
West Virginia but putting Minnesota into the western group, t'he
central section includes Iowa and Missouri also, 5, Southern extend-
i'ng to and including Arkansas and Louisiana; G, Western including
the remaining portion of the United States
I
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Tabic XI
Birth Place and Present Residence of 59C School Superintend-
ents by sections.
Birth Residence Totals
2 5 " 4 5 6
1 2 4 4 I 4 15
2 53 14 5 I 5 78
5 12 107 9 2 4 134
4 4 9 176 12 67 268
5 I 6 63 78
6 C 6 19 25_
Totals 71 135 208 79 107 598
From Tabic XI it can be seen that of those born in the Centra
section ,4 are teaching in New England, 9 in the North Atlantic sec-
tion and 176 are teaching in their native section; 12 are in the
South and 67 are in the West.
Prom Table XII it can be seen that those native to the sec-
tion in which they are now working are: East 186, Central 176,
South 63, Eest 19 or a total of 444.
Table XII
The Same as XI with Sections 2 and 3 combined as E
Birth Residence Totals
E 4 5 6
I 6 4 I 4 15
E 186 14 3 9 211
4 13 176 12 67 268
5 I o 63 8 78
6 6 19 25
Totals 206 206 79 107 598
was found that New England and the states of cla
were for present purposes alike. Hence Table XII is the most re-
liable for comparison of sections. The percentage of those having
charge of a system within the same section where they were born
is 74.2. If educational progress were dependent on a wide itiner-
ancy of superintendents , there would be small chance for national
progress. Tf a section were to be rated according to its ability
+ n
°"r?pl y itn mipftri
n
t nrrlnrt r j + lnov" + bfa + o""th ^ Tg +.
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normal, the west is educationally low, and the central section is to
be rated high. By any reasoning , the schools of the central section
are the point of vital interest in such a study as this. This
section has been a point of departure for streams of migration and
is striving to become the center of scholastic culture... Here the
competent school man finds a comfortable rivalry of 12$ to 48$ of
men born outside the state and 14.5$ of men born outside the section,
This argues a small degree of conservatism against which the pro-
gressive man must contend. 34.3$ of those born in the central
section find positions in other sections while 12.3$ of eastern born
men are in charge of schools in other sections. The figures in-
dicate an absence of provincialism. The net drifts are westward
14.4$ and southward 8$ as can be seen from Table X.
The figures of the last four tables indicate either the de-
mand for men from Maine and the central section or the tendency of
these sections to migrate. Maine presents a problem of some in-
terest. Her surplus is absorbed by the Bast with the exception
of two men who are in the West. Further the men are schooled in
the East(23 in Maine), showing it is not a case of
.
parental migra-
tion but of professional itinerancy.
Michigan and Indiana are located in the center of education-
al activity and are well supplied with university facilities for
professional preparation. Both Michigan University and Indiana
University have ranked high as to their attention to educational
courses. But if the colleges and universities of Maine have placed
strong emphasis on the equipment of prospective school superintend-
ents a study of their history fails to show it. There remains
then only the supposition that the sons of Maine are a superior
class of schoolmasters.

The next topic is that of the size of the family. In thin
and some other topics the state division is slightly different
from that used in Table XII. In general such subdivision is not to
be relied on except that in some cases it shows a slight regional
tendency.
The figures obtained are liable to misconstruction in com-
parison with the census statistics. Obviously, average size of
family may mean either the average of all families childless and
otherwise or it may mean the size of the falily in those cases where
there are children. The average size is greater in the latter
case.
Table XIII
Number of Brothers and Sisters of Superintendents
Number of Cases
Brothers and
Sisters East Central South West Total
I 27 18 2 14 61
2 45 31 7 18 101
3 39 O ( 7 18 IOJ
4 37 31 II 17 96
5 18 25 II 17 71
6 21 27 8 14 70
7 9 17 6 10 42
8 10 12 4 7 33
9 4 8 3 5 20
10 2 4 I 4 II
II I I
12 I I 2
16 I I
Total 214 211 GO 125 610
Median o A*± 5 5 5-
The figures of this table are to be discounted probably .5
for the reason that some of the answers plai nly meant total number
of brothers and sisters in the family while others meant the numbe
the writer had,not counting himself. The small family of the
East and the large family of the South and 7/ est are abou t what we
should expect The median for the Central section indieates a
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fair degree of race vi^or with due opportunity for individual
culture on the part of the prospective superintendent. These
figures show that the superintendent cornea from a home of 6 or 7
individuals. The average sized family in 1070 was 5.09 persons.
But as elsewhere noted the population figures include childless
families
.
Table XIV
Rank as to Age of Superintendents among their Brothers and Sisters
39.5
Rank Frequency
East C entral South West Total
I 93 71 21 56 241
2 37 40 8 14 99
3 34 28 13 15 90
4 16 17 4 14 51
5 12 18 3 II 44
6 S 19 4 4 35
7 5 8 2 4 19
8 2 3 3 4 12
9 4 3 I 8
10 3 2 I I 7
II 2 I 3
12
13
14
15 I I
Total 214 211 60 125 6IC
Median 2 Mode I
The question upon whose answer this table is based was ap-
parently well understood and the obvious conclusion from the table
anticipated by many. The oldest son is a natural leader. His
younger brothers and sisters cultivate in him that power of initi-
ative so desired in leaders. The family lays burdens upon him
and requires his wage assistance for the family support. Add to
this the pride in the oldest son, the scholar of the family, and the
possible superior nutrition of the first born and we have a fairly
adequate explanation of the fact that 40/^ of the school men are
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first born sons.. In interesting contrast to the hypothesis ll -
in the above discussion, an ax'ticle in Pedigogical Seminary Decem-
ber 1913 pages 542-549 my be cited,which ment4ofts that the first
born is more susceptible to disease than any other.
When we note that 52% of the superintendents of the United
States are now living in the state of their birth while for the
general population the figures are slightly over Q0% native to the
state of their residence, the first supposition is that the profes-
sion is recruited from a migratory and possibly ^economically low
grade parentage or else from a home lacking one or both parents.
Tables XVjXVI and XVII show this to be a mistaken notion. The
figures are rather more favorable than those found by Dr.Coffman
for teachers in general.
Table XV
Ars Both Parents of Superintendents Living at the Time of
Entering the Teaching Profession
Both Living 476
Father Dcafl 60
I.Iother Dead 54
Both Dead , 14
Doubtful I
Total 605
No statistics seem available for the purposes of direct com-
parison. Assuming the parents to have been 35 to 65 years of age
for every 476 men living whose wives were living there would have
been 32 whose wives were dead. For every 476 women living whose
husbands were living there would have been 108 whose husbands were
dead. Probably a younger age group should have been used for the
mothers. At any age for the whole population the widowed females
exceed in number the widowed males.
Eleventh Census; 1 890 Population ,Part I pages 830-3I~
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So far then as the figures of this syucly can be compared
with the statistics of the general population the loss of the father
tends to drive the young man into the profession of school adminis-
tration while the loss of the mother acts as a hindrance. What ef-
fect, if any ,would be produced upon the profession by a considerable
percentage of young men who had lost one or both parents this study
can make no pretense ofl deciding. The evident thought of those
reporting themselves orphans is that their success is more note-
worthy because of their orphaned condition.
Table XVI
Occupations of the Father
Farmer 307. .57^
Doctor 23... 4^
Lawyer 6
Minister; 30 5%
Laborer 13
Contractor 6
Public Official. 8
Merchant 26. .4.5%
Industrial Superintendent .4
Railroader 6
Mechanic 47 9%
Mis cl'. Professional* IS. .3.5^
Servant I
Clerk 4
Janitor 2
Ex-soldier I
Teacher** 1 6 .... o%
Seaman *. 3
Manufacturer 4
Lumberman 4
Miner
Tiller 2
Total 556
^Insurance ,Salesman,Editor ,Landscape -gardener , State employee
,
Treasurer of a Corporation ,'Toolcn Designer, Real Estate, Business
man ,Undertaker , Confidential clerk. ** Professional lecturer and
writer.
The percentage distributions are apparently normal except
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that the percentage of farmers is in excess of anything since 1870
reported by the Census for the general population.
Tabic XVII shows that the family from which the youth comes
is fairly prosperous.
Table XVII
The income of Fathers of Superintendents
$0-500 48
$500-1000 ICI
SI000-I500 112
SI500-20C0 48
$2000-2500 34
(2500-3000 13
'5000- up .24
Total 450
Not answering 157
Median $1071.50
Twenty years §1000 was an income that put the family above
the economic dead line. Some allowance must be made for the desire
for round numbers but on the whole one cannot expect sons of less
fortunate homes to enter in large numbers a profession so univer-
sally requiring college preparation.
In summarizing the chapter, it may be said that the circum-
stances of birth of the prospective school superintendent are slight
ly abnormal. This profession is recruited from regions relatively
remote from the place of adult residence. How much migration there
is within the state this study does not show. Prom the fact that
most of the respondents report a degree from a school within or
near the state of birth, it may naturally be inferred that the mi-
gration is professional rather than parental. None of the facts
seem to indicate that superintendents are less fortunate in regard
to the economic and social conditions of their birth than the av-
erage member of society. The size of the father's income and the
fact that 57% of them are born of rural parentage would indicate
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that they as a class are rather more fortunate than the average.
The conclusions reached in this chapter naturally group them-
selves to characterize the type American superintendent. lie is
the robust product of purely American conditions. His is not an
hereditary class. Ke is democratic, not more than one generation
removed from a life of manual toil, a resident of the nation rather
than of any state.
The fathers of school superintendents are not proportionally
distributed a ong the professions and occupations. In the figures
below the same process is employed as in Table IX column I; that
is the ratio cf the percentage of fathers of superintendents in any
occupation to the same percentage of the general population in 1890.
Agriculture 57$;43#or this occupation furnishes 1.32 times its auota
ProfessionalI3#:3,< 1 1 " " 4.33
Manufacture 16^:23^ " " " .69
Trade ^Trans-
portation 8#:I6# " " " .5 " " "
Computed from Tv/elfth Census, Occupations
,
pages xc-::ci
This study gives larger figures for the
.
professional class
than does that of Dr.Coffman (page 73) but in Other occupations his
figures are larger.
Webfc in the work above quoted (page 156) himself quoting
Bureau of Labor investigation during IC9C and IS9I gives figures
from which a median income for all classes is calculated to be
$824.59. Superintendents spring from an economically favored
parentage
•
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Chapter V
Education
Education is an important factor in any life. It is doubly
or trebly so if that individual be a prospective head of a system of
schools. Not only the subject matter but the forms of his ov/n
activity in acquiring that subject matter remain with him as a more
or less conscious standard by which he will measure and weigh the
value of the work of the schools for which he shall be responsible.
More than that, he will remember the methods and devices by which
some of his teachers accomplished results in his case and he will
attach an importance to those methods and devices far beyond the
belief of those teachers whom he shall direct. Furthermore , if his
higher education is somewhat delayed, it will enter into the problem
of choosing his life work. His own education becoming a somewhat
self-conscious affair,he naturally turns to the profession of
educating others. This seems the most plausible explanation of the
fact that a considerable majority of school superintendents are not
themselves the product of the type of school over which they have
supervision. The city youth gets his education, or at least his
schooling ,before he reaches the age of mature self-consciousness.
The call of commerce and industry reaches him with undisturbed
clearness. For the rural youth who gets his secondary and colle-
giate . training in the twenties or later ,education as a process and
as a profession looms disproportionately large. Small wonder then,
that he finds his education at once a general training and a
technical equipment for a profession.
As nearly as can be ascertained from the reports sent in,
superintendents are self educated, or largely so. Much of the
normal school and college training is spring and summer term work.

It is not the purpose of this paragraph to say whether or not this
i s an advantage. Under such cir cuius tanccs ,a year of schooling
means a widely different thine from what it would have meant if it
had been taken as a complete school year and as a part of a sixteen
year consecutive course. With these limitations in mind, the next
table is presented for the purpose of approximating the amount of
training received by the men under investigation.
Column I reports district school attendance ; Column II ,village
school jColumn III, city school; Column IV ,one-teacher high school;
Column V, larger high s chool ; Column VI ,academy ; Column VII ,military
school jColumn VIII,normal school ;Column IX, college and university.
Table XVIII
The Schooling of the American SchoolSSuperintendent
Years I II III TV V VI VII VIII IX
I 22 30 35 26 32 67 7 44 30
2 26 46 20 30 43 63 I 71 82
3 15 31 12 16 53 57 I 62 85
4 26 32 9 6 114 28 2 63 209
5 r\ c& O 15 II L/ 9 4 9 43
6 41 26 5 • I 3 o 22
7 33 21 6 9
S 96 35 44 I I 4
g 57 14 25 I
10 29 IS o I
II 16 I 4
12 14 I I
13 3 8
14 O 2
15 I
Total 391 O r\r\ 174 79 o no ooo 12 249 546
Uedian oo 5 6 2 o 2 I 3 4
Mode DO 2 8 3 4 I I 2 4
Unfortunately ,there is considerable duplication in the above
figures. The same year of schooling was occasionally reported
under two heads; the village school and the one-teacher high school
are sources of confusion,as are the city school and the larger high
school. Rejecting all duplications of which there is reasonable
certainty , the 6IC reports list 9,147 distinct years of schooling
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making an average of 14.97 years. The next table will give cone
idea of the distribution of this schooling.
For the sake of vividness it may be well to reconstruct
imaginatively the school life of the typical superintendent. Ho
spends eight years in the rural schools, goes to a village or larger
high school and thence to a normal school or university or college.
The course is * telescoped' or shortened at the village school and per-
haps elsewhere, and one year of academy work is often inserted. It
is safe to say that most of his secondary and higher schooling is
gotten after he has passed his teens.
Table XIX
Total Years Attended School
Years Freauency
8 IG
9 9
IC 17
II 23
12 26
13 44
14 71
15 97
16 129
17 52
IS 45
19 21
20 27
Total 577"
Doubtful 33
After rejecting 33 doubtful cases (one reported two years
of schooling and another twenty-eight years) the median is 14.85
years and the average is 15.01 years. About 50$ of the men re-
port either 14,15 or 16 years of schooling. In column IX in table
XVIII it is seen that 436 men report 2,3 or 4 years college train-
ing. On the face of the records there is abundant evidence of
'telescoping*. What effect, if any, is produced by completion
of a college course in less than four years or a complete course
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in less than sixteen year3 cannot be conclusively shov/n from the
reports. Probably the expectancy of a young man is not lowered
by his 1 teles coping 1 his course because in order to do so he had to
possess a superior vigor of mind, but there is no evidence that
his expectancy is raised by shortening his course.
Table XX
Professional Training and Salary.
Subject numbered as in questionnaire.
>ub ject I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX Total
No. I 66 113 85 56 27 14 6 4 I 372
' ' 2 67 130 95 57 31 12 7 6 2 407
3 59 118 86 55 27 14 5 4 2 370
ft 4 59 110 79 50 27 13 7 5 2 352
5 36 60 51 20 15 10 5 2 I 200
6 41 90 59 36 19 12 5 2 2 266
7 27 55 47 21 14 8 3 I I 177
8 31 78 51 32 17 9 4 2 I 225
9 35 54 42 26 14 6 3 I 131
" 10 25 51 34 22 12 4 3 I 152
Subj.no. I, History of Education, Median Salary ,§2041
" "2, Educational Psychology ,Median Salary ,$2034.21
3, Principles of Education,Median Salary ,$2046.50
4, School Management, Median Salary, $2040.70
5, School Hygiene,Median Salary, |,2039
6, General Method, Median Salary ,$2017
7, Special M*fchQd ,Median Salary, §2069.15
8, School Supervision, Median Salary ,$2041.10
9, Practice Teaching, Median Salary ,§2017 .28
'10, Observations: Technique ,Median Salary, $20000.
The vertical columns represent Salary Groupings as in Table V
The differences in Medians may be regarded as purely accidental. The
fact that the Medians all are higher than that given in Table XXXI
is due to the $500 groupungs. In brief, the conclusions to be de-
rived from this table are first, no specific undergraduate subject
in Education has any appreciable advantage over any other Education-
al subject so far as advantages can be discovered by increased sal-
ary in later life. How much t-hat effect is is shown in the follow-
ing table. The salary groupings are the same but the subject
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groupings indicate tho actual number of educational courses reported
by the respondent without any consideration of the name of the
subject. The questionnaire called for the approximate number of
weeks in each subject; but the bases of reckoning the number of
weeks were evidently so different in the various replies that no use
is made of this part of the replies.
Table XXI
Number of Subjects Taken in Relation to Salary
Number of I led ian
Subjects I II III IV V VI VI
T
VIII IX Total Salary
I o S 3 oa C 20 {1927.50
2 4 12 O 4 3 I I I 32 2000.00
3 r-U II 9 9 I C 35 2083.33
4 10 14 7 5 6 3 I I 47 1982.14
5 9 15 18 14 o I 64 2222.22
6 9 28 II I I I 51 1812.50
* II 7 9 7 o 3 39 2083.33
8 II 16 15 9 3 <? 4 I 61 2116.67
9 5 14 9 9 4 I 42 2111,11
10 8 22 14 4 7 4 I 60 2000S$0>
Total 75 147 102 G5 32 16 7 5 2 451 :;20I5.00
Median
Number 6 6 6 5 6 6 8 5 4 6
Reporting
None 17 34 30 30 17 6 8 5 5 152 02416.65
r is .0087, a thoroughly negligible value. Plate VI shows
the relationship more clearly. Those reporting no professional
courses were to a great extent older men. Since the median salary
for the main body of the table is not far different from those
found in Tables V and XX, it is safe to conclude that the 451 men
who reported this item are not unlike the general type running
through the entire body.
Although salary has shown the highest correlation with age
and may be said to be the best index of professional success
,
yet
it is possible to approach the study of professional training from
another angle. In the next table tenure of office is employed to

<jb
All other studies of the average tenure of superintendents
have been compelled to take the length of term of present incumbents
as a basis for computation uf medians and averages. But even tho
men who may be called long term men move occasionally. At any
given time enough of these men will be just assuming office to lower
the central tendency perceptibly. Hence the following plan is used
The average term of service in a town is computed twice for each
man, once including his present position and once excluding his
present position t and the highest of these two averages is used in
the tabulation. If he is a long term man and has recently moved
this gives him an average that represents his true rank. If he is
rising in the tenure scale,his last position will probably be needed
to give a fair average. Thus,report number 451 average term 4
years. Omitting last position, 8 years. Tabulated as 8 years.
Report number 426 average term 6 years. Omitting last position,
4 years. Tabulated as 6 years.
Table XXII
Educational Subjects in Relation to Highest Average Tenure of Office
No. Sub j. I yr.2 yr.3 yr.4 yr.5 yr.6 yr.7yr.8 yr.9 yr.IO yr. Total
1 34 12 I 1 2 2 1 *<
2 52 III34I002 29
3 15 348I03I3 29
4 65 13 4243230 42
5 78 9 13 823401 55
6 46 13 10 851300 50
t 39 35833I2I 38
8 59 12 8625314 55
9 55 5853410)1 35
10 8 II 13 7 12 2 4 1 I 59
Totals 45 64 83 62 61 27 26 19 8 14 409
Median
No. 5 6 6 66 67 5 45
Mode 3 years. Median 4.2 years, r is. 01
2
In other words there is practically no relation between ten-
ure and training in professional subjects. This may mean either
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rapid promotion because of professional training or it may mean
that professional training has no effect on success. From the
conclusion reached in the analysis of Table XXI the latter inference
has more claim to validity. The only consideration thai would
seem to vitiate such an inference is an evident over willingness of
the respondent to fill out a blank JjJimply because it was in the
questionnaire. That is, a considerable number of men have reported
themselves as having had Educational Psychology and kindred subjects
when as a matter of fact, they probably have only a hazy recollection
of what subjects they did take. Needless to say such men fall
largely in the low salary and short tenure class. From the person-
al comments of the men it is fair to fnfer that professional train-
ing has a much higher value in their estimation than would be in-
ferred from the preceding tables.
Further light is thrown on this topic by the study of Tables
XXIII and XXIV. School superintendents are distinctly a college
bred class. 89% report college attendance and 78% rep o/tafc"a de-
gree. By their extensive majoring in the old line subjects they
proclaim themselves a somewhat conservative class. Due allowance
must be made for the fact that Educational subjects have but recent-
ly been admitted into the programs of study of high grade colleges.
Even then 23% is a very small proportion reporting majors in the
Education-Philosophy group.
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Tabic XXIII
Decrees and Salary
Salary classes sane as in rablc V
Degree I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX Total
A.B. 39 116 87 71 35 16 13 8 4 389
Other B II 20 18 14 5 3 I 72
A.M. 8 20 29 18 15 3 5 4 I 103
Other M I I I I I 5
(A.B!
s
41 115 75 66 25 15 9 4 2 350
only)
Ph.D. I 2 2 2 7
Other D. I I I 3
3 Degree s I I I I 4
None 39 40 29 9 7 3 3 2 132
52115.00
y2085.53
32438.00
32350.00
,.,2029.41
34050.00
32950.00
33900.00
^1835.00
Average salary A.B. §2312. 08
" " Other B 31990.28
" A.M. 32479.61
" Other M 32240.00
" A.B. alone 32204.33
Ph.D. 33485.71
" Other D. 32533.53
" 3 Decrees 35600. CO
" No decree $2005.50
The first A.B. listed includes all who have the A.B. degree,
of course , including those who hold a higher degree. It is seen
either from the averages or the medians that there is a distinct
rise in salary expectancy and presumably in value to the community
as the prospective or active superintendent advances in the scale
of collegiate rank. It may be noted that the unusual degrees are
not as highly paid as the A.B. the A. M. and the Ph.D. Heterodoxy
has its penalty in the matter of academic degrees as well as else-
where. Society is persistently conservative in its demand for
preparation, but the discrimination may be quite as much against
the college conferring the "freak degree" as against the recipient
of it. H.A.Miller ( Science U.S. Vol.51 page 200) report's Dart-
mouth class of '99 earning an average salary of §2097.25 ten years
after graduation. E.R.Embree reports 2/5 of class of '06 Yale
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:
earning $1885 five years after graduation. Cf.Yale Alumni T.7cckly
I9II or 1912. See also Literary Digest Vol.45 page 105.
Table XXIV
College Attendance and Salary
Years I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX Total ! 'edian Average
I 9 10) 5 I 3 I I 30 I 80 0.00 % 1 880. 00
2 13 Ci O 19 10 i 6 I I 82 2078.95 2173 .19
5 15 29 20 9 7 3 85 1974.14 2044 .71
4 30 77 63 53 20 10 8 4 269 2226.19 2292.56
5 ob 18 7 7 6 3 43 2168.55 2246.51
G 3 3 8 3 I I Q& I 2° 2312.50 2390.90
7 I ot5 I 3 I T 9 2581,67 2355.55
8 o I I 4 3400.00 3700.00
9 I u I
10 I I
Total73 IC4 124 87 47 23 15 8 7 546 §2242.49
I'ediano 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Average 3.7 4.1 3 .6
3. 3.5 3.6 3.9 » • 6 4.7 3.6
The average salary of those not attending college is $2014.55 but
this latter group contains a number of cases who evidently failed
to report this item and others of unusual ability who have been able
to overcome the handicap of lack of professional training. These
men are most unanimous in reporting the need of college training.
While there is some irregularity
,
yet on the whole there is a gener-
al rise in salary as training increases. This can be seenfrom
Plate VII
.
Table XXV
Major Subjects of Superintendents While in College
Chemistry 7
Physics 10
Zoology 3
Botany 5
Biology 4
Science 39
Llathemat i cs 75
Latin 60
Greek 3
Classics II
G-e rman 10
Languages 14
History 82
Economics 6
Commerce I
Kist.of Gov't I
Hist. of Politics..
I
Sociology 9
Lav/ 3
English 42
Education 78
Pedagogy 19
Psychology 9
Philosophy 13
Total 5^5-
Same Regrouped
Education Group.... 119
History Group IC3
Language Group 93
Mathematics 75
Science Group 68
English
_^42
Total 505
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Tho median salary of 102 of the men reporting Education and
kindred subjects as a major is ^2200,
28 men repofct attendance at Michigan University; Indiana
furnishes 19; Chicago and TTisconsin each 14 jDarti iouth 15; Harvard and
Yale each 12; Columbia ,Bates and Syracuse II; Nebraska and Missouri
State Normal 9; Brown and Colby 8; Pennsylvania ,Cornell and Hamilton
7 ;Dickinson,Illinois ,Valporaiso ,Missouri 6 ; Georgia ,Franklin and
L'arshall ,Grove City ,I't .Union,Oberlin ,Ohio Y'eslcyan ,7/esleyan 5;
Agricultural and Mechanical ( Texas) ,Allegheney ,Central (I'o) , Colgate
,
Lake Forest, New York,4; Bowdoin,Buclmell , California ,Earlham,Kansas ,
Minnesota ,Pennsylvania State College, Richmond ,Rochester ,Vanderbilt
,
'.Vest Virginia ,Williams ,Peabody Normal 3. Thirty-seven schools are
reported twice each and one hundred are reported once each. Sixty
four men report college attendance but fail to give the name of the
school attended. Several normal schools were listed as colleges.
Twenty-four men report attendance at two institutions and two list
three institutions. The net total of those attending college is
reported elsewhere as 520. The net list of colleges and universi-
ties nets about I8C. The ten highest are studied in the following
table. Salaries were not given in every case that the college was
named.
Table XXVI
Average Salary of Superintendents Reporting Attendance at Ten
Schools
Name Cases Average Median
Michigan 44: 13 o .4 27 {3500
Indiana 31
:
9 3 .4 19 '2525.00 2400
Chicago 21: 18 I .2 13 2413.86 2200
Dartmouth 21 9 2 • 3 13 2607.77 2000
Yale 21: 28 .7 13 2461 .54 2000
Wi scons in 20: 24 .8 12 2233.33 1950
Harvard 20: 34 .6 12 2550.00 2400
Syracuse 18: 8 2 .2 II 2181.81 2200
Columbia 16: 19 .8 10 3275.00 3000
Bates 16: Ofa o • 10 2420.00 2050.
Ten Schools229: 171 I .3 140 2565.89 2000
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In Table XXVI , the first three columns of figures have the
following meaning: Michigan University has 4.4$ of the GIO cases
to her credit as graduates, while in 1904, ten years ago, she had
1,8% of the literary and graduate students of the United States
within her walls. She therefore has furnished 2.4 times her quota
for this profession. The other institutions are treated likewise.
The chapter on the training of the American school superin-
tendent is perhaps the most significant part of this report. The
salary of superintendents shows a distinct tendency to vary with
certain factors in training. Four ye?rs of college training and
the A. B. degree are worth approximately $500 a year. Assuming the
non-college man to work at an average salary of $500 a year during
the four years the college man is in training and that they start
together after that period and work for forty years, at the end of
which time the college man had excelled his non-college competitor
by an average salary difference of §300 making an average excess of
$6000 less $2000 which the non-college man earned during the other's
college period, leaving a balance of §4000 as the average popular
estimate of a college training.
But the comparison is incomplete until we note the fact that
269 men report four years training in college while 64 report none.
The Commissioner's Report for I9II page xv is authority for the state
ment that not more than 2% of the men of college age are taking the
full course. In the superintendency there are four college men
to one non-college man wheras in the general market from which can-
didates were selected there are forty-nine non-college men to one
college man. That is ,a four year college course multiplies a young
man's expectations of a school superintendency 196 times and at the
same time assures him of a future return of five dollars for each
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day spent in college.
Table XXVI repeats in another form the phenomena of Table IX.
There are,however two other minor incubation centers revealed,
namely ,Dartmouth and Syracuse. The low showing in numbers made
by Columbia, Yale and Harvard is probably due to their attention
to college and normal school positions rather than to public school
positions
.
For the superintendency the public evidently prefers the
broad peroral old line college course slightly favoring the Educa-
tion-Philosophy group but showing no preference for the minutely
specialized study of the individual fields of Education. Ten
years from now the results would probably be very different.
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Chapter VI
Experience
It is seen that school superintendents begin teaching later
than men teachers generally. Probably a few r.iorc of them do their
full amount of secondary work before they begin teaching. A casual
study revealed no relation between the age at beginning and subse-
quent success in superintendency . In fact, the whole set of tables
dealing with experience show diversity rather than correlation.
The only exceptions are the age at beginning tcaching( Table XXVII)
where the central tendency is strong at age 18-22,and three or four
items of preliminary experience.
Table XXVII
Age at Beginning Teaching
Years Number Per cent
14 2 3
15 5 S
16 30 5.
17 57 9.5
IS 114 19.
19 71 11.8
20 66 II.
21 99 16.3
22 46 7.6
23 29 4.8
24 36 C.
25 29 4.8
26 G I.
27 4 .6
28 5 8
29 4 6
30
. .5. . 5
Total 606
Median 20.205 years Average 20.18 years
In Table XXVIII , column I gives the number of those reporting
teaching experience in District schools ; column II Graded schools;
column III, Village schools ; column IV, Ward Prin, ; column V, Department
teaching in Grades; columnVI, High school teacher ; column VII j Academy
teacher; columnVI 1 1, II. 2. Prin. ; column IX, Academy Principal;

column X,Normal school teacher; colunn XI,College teacher; column
XII,District supervisor; column XIII ,Miscellaneous ; column XIV Ttbtal
preliminary experience.
Table XXVIII
Preliminary Experience of School Superintendents
x cs.r s
T
±
T T1
1
T T T111 T XT1 V TTV V 1 VI T. VIII TV1
A
X Al VT TAl 1 Y T T TAl 1
1
VT Tr
T
± T T 7 R AOU R R T1 J O R7O I OO {J X 7 T 71 i T R1 O O oCj T T1
1
o
Cj Tin1 1 u COOO 7H T P.1 o O OO 9 63 7i X <J QO c;O O P7
o 77 T 7 OO T1 P7 TP1 CJ R3 o Q9 r*O O O OO
A4 a rf4 / oo "^7/ T P1 O T1 CjCj 7 pn oCj T1 O p p o o
O noCj Cj 5 OO(-* Cj 5 T1 O Qo ^T1 ft Pu o T1 T1 f^Tol
O t rl o T P.1 . o P T T1
1
T1 oq o T T1 T1 T1 O O
7i T T1
1
O T T1 1 A pu <t 2 PT<o 1 T1 oC, T1 T1 Pu yt T
oO o O O O pu 7.O T1 Q pu T1 T1 T1 pu O O
Q pU cO o pu A% p 7i pu P T1 T1 pu e;0Oo
t p o U pu T1 o QC/ pu pu T1 T1 U
T T od 1 oCj r\\J ou o p o U oU T1 U U OO
T Olo riU U A1 U p. O pu T T1
1
o
u U U u 1 OO
T ^1 O T1 o<o T1 U pu pU p O ou pu u ou U o oo o
T A1 ft pU T1 OCj r\\j ou T1 p O T1 T1 pio ou ou O /I
t r1 o p oM p r\U pu oU p o U pu T1 U ou T Qi y
T A pU P T1 T1 u pu o p U Ou p U T O1(0
T 7 1 T1 T1 ou ou ou p T1 ou u ou U oU Q
T o p pU T1 pu pu u O pu pu p pu p o
TO pU pU J u pu pu pV Tl r» pu pu oo po ry(
p p (J U p p PO Ti p'J p pu p p o
PT<S J. pu p pO U pu u Q p p pu p pu pu T P1 U
PP pu pu T1 T1 pu pu p pu p pu pu pu - O
pu pu p oU pu Q po p p p p pu p O
P4 pu U p p p po po p pU pu pu pu •u oCj
P R o pu pu p pu ou n TX pU po o u T1
Pfi o p o p>J p p p p r\ p p p PCj
P7 p p T1 P p pu c U p ou oU J u
28 I c p n r\ P I
29 c C p (J o p
30 o o p n r\ p TX
31 r< p A o p po c p o I
32 c o p o o pw
33 p p p c 2
34 c 6
35 c p
.
o c p I
36 I I
37 c o c
38 c
39 oo o • I
Total 412 160 295 72 13 114 71 347 3C 45 43 19 12 538
I!edianl . 8 1.5 2.4 1.9 1.3 1.9 1.7 1.9 2. 2 I .4 1.8 2. RPRO Cj . O 3.4
Aver.age numbe r of years prel irainary experience 9.595 years
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A very large number of men,about 70$,begin in the rural
schools , teaching one or two years. 50% spend some time in the
village principalship. o9% spend some time as high school princi-
pal. There is a tendency to report the same experience under two
heads. One can ,however ,safely say that the expectancy of a young
man is distinctly raised by an apprenticeship in the village prin-
cipalshipjand that the high school principal who turns to supervis-
ion has probably the best chance for a high salary.
Table XXIX
Salary of Superintendents Having Had Preliminary Experience as
I ,Village Principal ;ii ,High School Principal ;III ,Both
I II in IV V VI VII VIII IX Total Median
I 24 48 37 24 9 7 5 C o 156 O20ei.CS
IT 29 55 54 30 16 II G 3 3 2G7 2I3C.55
III 2C 42 27 3C 12 6 2 4 149 2120.04
TotalTC "] IIS 37 2T 13 7 5 512
Table XXX
Age at Beginning Superintendence
Age Cases Ag
20 . . 3 30
21 6 51
22 8 32
23 2C 33
24 25 34
25 25 35
26 38 36
27 42 37
28 59 38
29 47 39
•e Cr.scs Age Cases
47 40 16
31 41 7
44 42 8
24 43 4
26 4A
45 5
25 p
17 47
Si 53 3
9 Total
.
.
GO I
median 30.595 years.
The lack of a strong central tendency robs the median age
of some of its value. A legitimate inference from the last three
tables is that superintendence is not a distinct profession,
Principalship and superintendence together constitute a specialized
branch of the teaching profession. The function of this special
teaching group is to secure the larger adjustments between pupil and

aurriculuin,working through the agency of other teachers.
The central tendency is slightly moro marked around the
$I800-$2G00 point in salary. At least there is moro tendency to
Croup than there is in Tables XXVIII and XXX
Table XXXI
Highest Salary of Superintendents
$600 1
700 1
SCO
900 4
1000 3
1100 7
1290 33
1300 27
1400 12
1500 48
I6C0 30
I70C 24
1300 61
1900 12
2000 52
$2100 2C
2300 32
2300 8
2400 20
2500 49
2600 14
2700 22
2900 C
3000 36
3100 1
3200 8
3300 3
3400 1
3500 10
$3600 II
3700 2
3800 1
3900
4000 13
4100
4200 3
4300
4400
4500 2
5000 6
5500 1
6000 4
7500 1
9000 . .1
Total 601
Median Jl972.II Mode $1800 Average $2221.46
Table XXXII
Years Spent as Superintendent of Schools
Years Number Years Number
I 42
2.
. 40 21
3 22 9
4 43
5
, . ,
.39 24 6
6 ... .34
7
8.
.
27
9. 28
10 29
II 25 30
12 28 31
13 14 32 4
14 16 33
T5 20 35 I
16 15 36 I
17 12 39 I
18 48 I
19 8 Total 600
Median 8.67 years Average 10.05
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The decree of itinerancy in the profession can be seen from
Table XXXIII. The class of men v/ho inahe frquent changes is hopeful-
ly small.
Table XXXIII
Ilumber of Suporintcndencies
Number Cases
I 257
2 172
3 90
4 54
5 12
G 5
Total 590
Mode I position
Median 2 positions
Average I. 91
Average Tenure 5.04 years
faking the last two tables together, it is possible to infer
that 72$ spend their entire career in two positions or in one.
No careful investigation would tend to find the periods longer than
they are but any cross section of the field must needs find a large
percentage of the periods incomplete. The only exact way would be
to take the records of those retiring from the profession permanent-
ly to find the length of service and records of those changing
positions to find the average tenure and the total salaries of all
the careers of a number of men to find the true average salary.
The most that can be claimed for these figures is that they are an
accurate cross section of the field in March to May 1913. An
annual ,biennial , or decennial cross sectioning would reveal any
changing. The Table dealing with experience and salary presents
some encouragement to the young candidate. The irregular rise in
salary at the fifth Jear period defies explanation. Presumably it
is due to an insufficiency in the number of cases.

U- OF I. S. S. FORM a
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Table XXXIV
Experience as Superintendent and Salary
Years I IT. III TV V VI VII VIII IX Total Medians
I 18 15 5 3 I C I 41 $1596.15
2 13 12 G I 2 3 I 2 0> 40 1791 .67
3 II 14 7 4 3 I I 41 T82I .43
4 12 15 8 3 4 3 I I 47 1833.53
5 7 13 12 7 I I I 42 2041.67
G-7 7 30 14 4 7 2 64 1916.67
8-9 5 20 18 13 5 I 62 2166.67
10-11 8 13 19 18 7 I 2 I G9 2355.26
12-13 3 8 15 8 2 3 I 1 41 2316. G7
14-15 II 7 II 4 3 I 37 2522.72
15-20 4 IG I oy 2 1 T1 1 OU
21-25 C 7 5 8 2 2 4 I o<o 31 2718.75
2C-30 I o 5 4 4 2 4 I I 24 3000.00
30 up oc o 4 I I I IT. 3187.50
Total 91 172 137 98 52
"
24 17 9 6 606 2145.95
(Median
years) 4.3 7.2 9.2 II.
4
10.8 12 12 .5 13 21 8.9
r equals .41 See also Plate VIII
The fact that slightly fewer school superintendents are mar-
ried while not precisely relevant to this chapter throws light on
the salary question. The wage of school men is evidently low e-
nough to more than balance the demand for married men in such posi-
tions. So long as society makes it economically difficult to sup-
port a family in comfort and in keeping with a city school super-
intendent's social position so long will an inferior product be
permitted in the market.
Table XXXV
Are Superintendents Harried
Yes 441
No 143
Not Ans. . .
.
.
.26
Total 610
From the General Population Statistics of 1910 it is found
that for the general population of the males 35-44 years of age
79. 2% are married. For the 610 school superintendents 72% are mar-
ried
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Gonoral Population Statistical Abstract of Census 1910 page 149
' '
1
'
1 q ...... . ——.—
.
Table XXXVI
Is the wife a graduate
Yes
High school 178 Student but not Graduate 20
Normal school 103
College or Univ 116
Seminary 14
Music school 4
Other school 5
A few report the wife as a graduate of two different schools.
In summing up the chapter on experience it can only be said
that the immeasurable quality has obscured the general tendencies.
Even this personal quality could be measured if the questions were
acute enough,but few men would have submitted such intimate facts
to a strange investigator. For the present it can only be said
that given the general and somewhat external conditions of birth
and training, the man of fair capacity will succeed wheras the man
of remarkable ability will make an unusual success, while the men of
lower capacity will fail. All of which is patent to even the cas-
ual observer. Herein lies the strongest evidence of the validity
of the conclusions of the investigation
. Common sense is nowhere
antagonized.
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Chapter VII
Specialties and Handicaps
Questions 26 and 27 were given to secure if possible the
superintendent's own estimate of the positive and negative agencies
that have affected his success. Question 2G was intended to be
measurably exhaustive ,but 27 was intended to be merely suggestive.
A few respondents reported almost the entire list,with the
evident thought of improving their showing. Others took the
opposite course. In the main ,however , the list reported furnishes
a good index of what school men think most worth while in optional
school procedure.
Table XXXVII
Specialties Emphasized by School Superintendents
Name
Manual Training 351 Agriculture 131
School Discipline 340 Vocational Training 112
Domestic Science 316 Vocational Guidance 74
Athletics 273 School Gardening 134
Mid-year Promotions 270 School Decoration 179
Handwriting 244 Physical culture 145
Medical Inspection 238 Sex Hygiene 50
Blexible Grading 232 Dental Clinics 72
Playgrounds 227 Automatic Results in Spelling. 113
Arithmetic 212 Three R's 179
Standardising Course of Study.. 219 Training Judg't in Hist 126
Music 218 Oratoricals IG4
Drawing 206 Pupil Self Gov't 102
Oral Composition 205 Reduction am't of Home Work. . .147
The following were each reported once: Science ,Social Center,
Increase of Home work, Vocational Education ,Reading
,
Grammar,
Written Composition, Kindergarten,Department Teaching ,Reading for
children ,Larger use of Schools, Eye and Ear Tests ,Individual In-
struction ,Departmental Grades ,Strong Grade work ,Debates ,Provocation
alClasses , Schools for defectives and backward. 37 report no
snesialties
•
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Median salary of those reporting:
Manual Training $2287.00
Domestic Sciencc$2359 . 80
School Discipline f.2027.00
Table XXXVIII
Specialties ( three highest) and Salary
Y\o r» "i n 1 +OJJU U J. cli. U ies I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX
T1 26 95 81 71 37 20 13 7 3
o
Cj 23 77 72 66 35 20 13 6 Cj 314
o 55 104 83 39 21 10 4 7 A 3P7
164 274 236 176 93 50 30 20 9 09?\J %/ Cj
Table XXXIX
IjuOi I lucA.Il
Handicaps Encountered by School Superintendents
wai^c
T "^Z
T-T y*i /-n o /"» "1-^ vi r~i on/
[Jl f~\ /~\ vi 1 I I /""\ /-» /~\ "vo r«
AC\
orr
Of\
9 Pi
T O
T 7
T4-
.
.24
. . .1
. .16
. • ,5
. ,
.1
Incopetont State Inspector, . . .1
. , .6
.1
. . .1
. .12
,10
, ,4
. .
.1
,
, 3
. . .9
4
o
Conflict between Supt. and ii.s. Prin. • • * • • . . .1
. ,
. 8
. .36
Total CG3
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Politics , Church Quarrel and Home teachera were suggested ,but
High School Fraternities was also listed; so it cannot be claimed
that the form of the questionnaire unduly influenced the responses.
IG2 failed to report any handicaps and several reported fewer than
three. Several replied "None of these" assuming that information
was desired about those listed but about no others. There was
also a feeling on the part of some that to admit handicaps was to
admit partial failure. ' The character of the schools from which
the full replies come and the median salary of those reporting the
commoner handicaps indicate the falsity of any such supposition.
Home teachers constitute a small city handicap ,hence the lower
median salary. The list as a whole deserves careful consider—-
at ion from those who look forward to school administration and
deserves a place in university courses planned for their benefit.
At least thirty-three percent of the handicaps reported can
be traced directly to lack of funfls. If this study has anything
in it of value to the tax-payer or the lawmaker it is this:A gradual
increase in the funds available for the public schools would work an
approximately corresponding elimination of at least thirty percent
of the defects of our school systems.
Median Salary of those Reporting:
Lack of Funds $2056,80
"Home Teachers 1973.50
Politics 2046.30

Chapter VIII
Conclucion
A typical life history of a school superintendent would, read
about as follows: He was horn on a central state farm in I871;hi a "
father's income was about §1000 a yeafcjho attended the one. room
school near his home till his fourteenth year when he took the cours<
in a neighboring high school. After some desultory attempts at
other schemes ,he began teaching a country school at the are of
twenty ,receiving a salary of §250 a year;by spring and summer term
work and a year off from his teaching he completed a course i n the
local college. In the meantime he had gained some experience as
principal of a village graded and one teacher high school and also
as principal of a small high school. On the basis of the knowledg
gathered in these ways, he attempts, at the age of thirty,his first
superintendency at a salary of $1500. He is above the average
height ,robust and has a wife v/hose education is similar to his.
By a gradual increase of salary through two five year terms he ,at
forty-two is getting a salary of (''.20C0. Kis strong specialties
are Manual Training,Domestic Science and School Discipline. His
chief handicap has always been a lack of funds. To the Extent
that a young man can approximate the above conditions will he secure
the attendant rewards.
Society has yet to discover a way to keep the efficient sup-
erintendent very much longer
,
provide him funds, and elaborate a
system of trustworthy principles of school procedure which he may
acquire by university study. Doubtless many other problems are
almost as urgent but thes three are crying aloud for solution.



